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Abstract

Human fatalities caused by rabies are rarely reported in Jordan; however, domestic animals

are more likely to fall victim to rabies compared to wild animals, at least this is the case in

Jordan due to the presence of canine rabies. In this study, twelve brain samples from

domestic and wild animals suspected of being infected with rabies virus from different

regions of Jordan were collected during 2019. Seven of them tested positive using the fluo-

rescent antibody test and real-time SYBR RT-PCR assay. Five specimens were from stray

dogs and two from foxes. The whole genome sequences were obtained from the positive

samples. Sequence analysis showed that one dog virus from Al Quwaysimah city located in

Amman governorate, was closely related to an Israeli strain belonging to a Cosmopolitan

ME1a clade. The genomes of the remaining six viruses (four from dogs and two from foxes)

collected from different areas of Jordan were genetically-related to each other and clustered

together with sequences from Iran and Turkey; all belong to Cosmopolitan ME2 clade.

These sequences were analyzed with six other Jordanian rabies virus nucleoprotein (N)

gene sequences available in the public database, five of them belong to ME1a clade and

one belongs to ME1b clade. Rabies virus whole genome data is scarce across the Middle

East. This study provides a better understanding of the molecular epidemiology of rabies

virus in the region.

Author summary

In this study, we performed whole genome sequencing (WGS) for rabies virus (RABV)

isolates from seven samples, five of which were of stray dogs, and the other two were from

foxes. Specimens were collected from animals across Jordan, including Balqa, Amman,

Irbid, Tafilah, and Madaba governorates. Six out of the seven isolates were belonging to

the Cosmopolitan ME2 clade, which related to the Iranian and Turkish sequences. This is

not the case previously, where the majority of the Jordanian isolates belong to Cosmopoli-

tan ME1a clade and closely related to the sequences from Israel. This shift might be due to

the applied regulations across borders between Jordan and Israel. Besides the growth in

travel and trade movement between Jordan and Turkey, where the latter is a border coun-

try with Iran. These collected data, where such studies are not common in the Middle East
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countries, will enhance our understanding of the RABV evolution and epidemiology in

the region for rapid and effective response for rabies virus outbreaks.

Introduction

Annually, canine rabies death tolls estimated by 59,000 human deaths worldwide and over 3.7

million disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) [1]. Human rabies is a rare occurrence in Jordan,

and the Ministry of Health (MOH) provides post-exposure prophylaxis for any individual

afflicted by a stray or owned dog bite and is responsible for investigating rabies virus infection.

[2,3]. In an epidemiological study of 419 brain samples from animals suspected of rabies col-

lected by Jordan’s MOH, among the 164 positive animals, the majority were from stray dogs

(45.1%) and cattle (19.5%) [4]. In 2017, a young girl was bitten by a rabid dog in the northern

governorate of Irbid, and despite the fact that her family immediately sought medical help, she

was sent home without being given post-exposure vaccination, which culminated in her death

from rabies a few weeks later [5]. Due to the lack of national surveillance of rabies and insuffi-

ciency in animal screening, prevalence in animals is not fully understood or reported, which is

a major health issue.

A recent study reported that the primary diagnostic test for rabies in Jordan, the fluorescent

antibody test (FAT), was not conclusive when used on its own, as it resulted in false positive

results for some samples [6]. Samples reported by the testers as FAT positive, were subse-

quently found to be negative by histopathology and RT-PCR, and therefore, it was recom-

mended to include other tests in addition to the FAT [6]. In addition, the FAT must be

undertaken on the appropriate brain samples, by highly skilled staff using validated reagents.

Furthermore, there still appears to be a substantial amount of misinformation and lack of

awareness of rabies both in the community and among medical professionals. It is imperative

to both enhance the diagnostic capability and educate the general public and medical profes-

sionals in Jordan.

Rabies virus (RABV) is a member of the Lyssavirus genus and is responsible for a much-

feared zoonosis that is almost always fatal once symptoms become apparent in infected indi-

viduals [7]. Classical symptoms of rabies are generally non-specific initially, include fever,

headache, and fatigue but eventually progress to acute neurological symptoms of encephalitis,

paralysis, delirium to coma, and ultimately death. Meanwhile, non-neurologic signs are devel-

oped and affect cardiac, respiratory, and gastrointestinal organs, where respiratory failure is

the main cause of patients’ death [8–13].

Lyssaviruses are a group of neurotropic single-stranded RNA viruses with a genome of

approximately 12 kb that encodes five structural proteins (nucleoprotein (N), phosphopro-

tein (P), matrix protein (M), glycoprotein (G), and RNA dependent RNA polymerase (L)

[14]. The intragenic regions that separate these genes are varied in length. Phylogenetic clas-

sification of rabies virus variants is often based on partial gene sequences indicative of spe-

cific genes [14]. However, when whole genome sequences are used for the phylogenetic

classification, it allows for a more complete study on the evolution, spread, and genome-

wide heterogeneity of viruses [15]. However, there is limited complete rabies virus genome

sequence data and phylogenetic analysis undertaken in the Middle East region [3,16–18].

There are a number of phylogenetic analyses using partial nucleoprotein (N) gene sequence

data, which revealed the presence of several phylogenetic lineages of rabies virus in the Mid-

dle East [3,19]. In this study, whole genome characterization of rabies viruses circulating in

Jordan was undertaken.
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Materials and methods

Materials

Twelve brain tissue samples were obtained from various regions of Jordan from animals sus-

pected of rabies (S1 Table).

Rabies diagnostic tests

The twelve samples tested positive in Jordan using the fluorescent antibody test (FAT) and

were re-tested at the OIE Reference Laboratory for rabies using OIE terrestrial manual [20], at

the Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA), by FAT and by SYBR real-time RT-PCR

method [21]. Tissue samples were treated with OmniCleave Endonuclease (Epicentre, Illu-

mina, US) to deplete host DNA then extracted by TRlzol LS (ThermoFisher Scientific, USA)

and RNeasy Mini Kit (Cat No./ID: 74004) following manufacturer’s instructions. For the Real-

time PCR Sybr green, the RNA samples were amplified using the highly sensitive iTaq Univer-

sal SYBR Green One-Step RT-PCR Kit. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, using the

N165-146 and JW12 RT PCR primers provided a final master mix is prepared in a single tube

per sample. Using Mx3000P real time PCR machine (Stratagene), the PCR thermal profile con-

sists of; 1 cycle at 50˚C for 10:00 minutes for cDNA synthesis, 1 cycle at 95˚C for 5:00 min for

reverse transcriptase inactivation, 40 cycles at 95˚C for 00:10 seconds, then, 60˚C for 00:30 sec-

onds respectively for PCR cycling and detection. Finally, Melt curve analysis, 1 cycle, 95˚C for

1:00 min, 55˚C for 1:00 min, then 95˚C for 00:10 sec.

Whole genome sequencing

Extracted RNA was submitted to APHA Central Sequencing Unit (CSU) for next generation

sequencing (NGS). Briefly, superscript II reverse transcriptase was used to obtain the viral

cDNA. The cDNA concentration was normalized and delivered to CSU in a 96 well plate with

corresponding NGS submission form. Using Omega MARS software to achieve a standard

concentration of 0.2 ng. The sequencing library was prepared using a NexteraXT library kit

(Illumina, Cambridge, UK) and sequencing libraries were run on an Illumina NextSeq

sequencer.

Assembly of genomic sequences

The raw read data was mapped to reference sequence, accession no. KY860612, using the Bur-

row-Wheeler Aligner (version 0.7.17-r1188) [22]. A consensus sequence was then generated

using SAMtools v1.10 [23] and vcf2consensus.pl script (available at: https://github.com/

ellisrichardj/csu_scripts/blob/master/vcf2consensus.pl). This was repeated for three subse-

quent iterations of mapping, with each intermediate consensus sequence being used as the ref-

erence for the following mapping iteration. The final consensus sequences (4th iteration) were

visualised in Tablet v1.17.08.17, to inspect read alignment and genome coverage (Table 1). All

seven genomes are 100% covered. The lowest one is LNB, only the first 60 nucleotides have a

read depth are below 30. Sequencing resulted in 100% coverage of the five lyssavirus genes for

all seven genomes. The whole genome sequences were submitted to the European Nucleotide

Archive (ENA) database (accession no. PRJEB41551).

Phylogenetic analysis

ClustalW (MegAlign, DNASTAR Version 15.0.0) was used for sequence alignment of

whole genome and N gene sequences. Moreover, Snippy was used for phylogenetic analysis

(https://github.com/tseemann/snippy) to produce a core genome pseudo FASTA file using
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KX1481892 (the sequence of an Israeli dog virus) as the reference. The pseudo FASTA file was

input to Raxml [24] to produce a Newick file and to HierBAPS [25] to analyse population

structure. The results were uploaded to Tree of life (iTol) to product midpoint rooted trees

[26]. The default settings of the program were used for the analysis. RABV-GLUE assignment

agreed with HierBaps assignment or was supported by phylogenetic clustering (http://rabv.

glue.cvr.ac.uk/#/rabvFastaAnalysis).

Results and discussion

The twelve brain samples that tested positive for rabies (FAT) in Jordan were re-analyzed in

APHA, UK and seven were confirmed as positive for rabies virus (S1 Table and S1 Fig). Repre-

sentative images of the FAT results are shown (see S2 Fig). The results were confirmed by the

real-time RT-PCR SYBR green assay (results not shown) [27].

All seven confirmed positive tissues were from either foxes (Vulpes vulpes) or dogs (Canis
lupus familiaris). Three samples collected from sheep (Ovis aries) and cows (Bos taurus) were

taken immediately after they were bitten by stray dogs and before any clinical signs of rabies

could have developed. These samples would not be expected to yield positive results by FAT.

No samples from the associated stray dogs were obtained. It was therefore not evident whether

the stray dogs were infected or not. Nevertheless, the threat of rabies in domesticated animals

was highlighted in an earlier study [4]. The two dog samples that were discordant, may have

been either false positives in the original diagnosis or may have deteriorated over time or during

transit to the UK. The use of RT-PCR as an alternative or confirmatory test for rabies in quality

assured laboratories is now accepted by the OIE. A previous study of rabies diagnosis in decom-

posed carcasses showed that the use of RT-PCR was recommended in addition to other conven-

tional methodologies in routine rabies diagnosis, particularly for decayed samples [28].

The whole genomes of seven positive samples were sequenced and assembled (see Figs 1

and S3). The genomes of six viruses clustered together, but one virus was significantly differ-

ent. Interestingly, the six genetically related viruses were from different areas of Jordan.

Viruses with nearly identical genome sequences (LN2/LN3 and LN5/LN12) were from distant

geographical areas in Jordan (See S1 Fig), which suggests a wide dissemination of the same

strain of rabies virus within Jordan. The whole genome sequence of one virus from AlQuway-

simah city (LN9_2019_Jordan_Dog) in Amman governorate, had >98.8% identity with a cat-

tle virus from Israel.

Phylogenetic analysis was performed using Snippy to include 85 complete RABV genomes

representing major clades of canine RABV and whole genome sequences from nearby coun-

tries (Fig 2). These 92 sequences (including seven sequences from this study) formed four

major groups and twelve sub-groups. As fewer sequences were selected from distantly related

sequences, multiple clades were grouped together. As all available sequences from nearby

Table 1. The coverage summary values (read depth).

Sample Mini Max Average

LN2 65 19149 9595.679

LN3 6 896 372.8989

LN5 2 865 277.4739

LN9 99 60920 23842.01

LN12 21 5218 2289.938

LNA 31 18583 7621.321

LNB 1 878 340.365

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0009431.t001
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Fig 1. Phylogenetic tree generated by ClustalW (MegAlign, DNASTAR Version 15.0.0).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0009431.g001

Fig 2. Phylogenetic tree shows the relationships between the Jordanian viruses (n = 7, FASTQ files) and nearby countries plus other representative viruses

worldwide (n = 85, genome sequences). The analysis was performed using Snippy and population structure generated using HierBAPS (colored bars). All analysis was

performed with the default setting of the program. The midpoint rooted tree is produced by iTol. KX148192, the sequence of an Israeli dog virus was used as the reference.

The phylogenic clades of viruses are also indicated. Bootstrap results are included (black circles) and only those with bootstrap values>70% are shown, the largest circles

are 100%. The ME1 clade sequences are in G2 (G2.3, G2.4, G2.5 and G2.6), and those of ME2 clade are in G3 (G3.7, 3.8 and 3.9).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0009431.g002
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countries were included, the same clades were further divided into different groups to increase

the resolution (Fig 2). The sequences belong to Cosmopolitan ME1 are in G2 and all Cosmo-

politan ME2 sequences are in G3. G2 is subdivided into G2.3, G2.4, G2.5 and G2.6. The

sequences in G2.4 and G2.5 corresponds to ME1a and those in G2.6 corresponds to ME1b

defined by Troupin et al., 206 [19]. The sequences in G2.3 were not included in the analysis

performed by Troupin [19]. As more sequences from the Middle East were included in our

analysis, we have obtained higher resolution. The same is ME2, it can be subdivided into 3

groups based on sequences were have got so far G3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 (Fig 2). Agreeing with the

early alignment (Fig 1), 6 of the seven sequences from Jordan grouped together all belonging

to the Cosmopolitan ME2 clade and G3.8., neither countries share a border with Jordan. There

is a lack of RABV whole genome sequences in the immediate neighbors of Jordan such as

Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Syria. In principle, viruses from those countries should have a higher

similarity to Jordanian viruses. These are neighboring countries and there is a possibility of

boarders’ cross dogs. One Jordanian dog rabies virus (LN9) belongs to a Cosmopolitan ME1a

clade, which is most closely related to sequences of Israeli cattle, fox, and dog viruses as well as

fox viruses from Turkey.

There are minor differences between the phylogeny of whole genome sequences (Fig 1) and

phylogeny based on the core genome of 92 genomes (Fig 2 and S1 Appendix). There are some

differences amongst whole genomes of four Jordanian dog viruses (LN, 2, 3, 5 and 12, Fig 1),

whereas in SNP core genome analysis, all dog rabies viruses were identical but differ from fox

viruses by 11 or 12 SNPs. Additionally, two fox viruses differ from each other by 23 SNPs (S1

Appendix). As the core genome was taken from the shared regions of 92 genomes; the highly

variable regions were excluded from this analysis.

Although whole genome sequences are lacking in Jordan, six rabies virus N gene sequences

were found in the NCBI nucleotide database. They were analyzed together with the N gene

sequences from this study and other closely related sequences from nearby countries (See Fig

3). Five of these historic sequences belonging to the ME1a clade were from various animals,

but one sequence from a donkey (Equus asinus) belonged to ME1b clade similar to LN9. There

is relevant information on the geographic locations of these earlier sequences in Jordan [3].

Although rabies is endemic in animals in the Arabian countries [2,4], there is minimal

information with details of rabies virus molecular epidemiology in the Middle East, especially

in Jordan [3].. More than 50% of human rabies cases in Jordan were in the northern region of

the country (Haddadin et al., 2007). The majority of the reported cases were of dog bites,

according to the MOH reports [2]. Although the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) provides free

vaccination for rabies, there is inadequacy in the vaccines, which limited the coverage of the

nationwide population of animals, particularly the stray dog population [2]. The data obtained

in this study makes an essential contribution to our understanding of RABV epidemiology

and its relationship with host species in Jordan. The previously identified rabies isolates in dif-

ferent host species, such as badger, squirrel, donkey, cow, and goat across Jordan were related

to antigenic variants, V1 and V6 [3]. The latter variant was identified for the first time on the

border between Israel and Jordan [29]. Clades I, V, and VI appear to circulate in Jordan, where

all isolates identified along the Israeli borders with Jordan. The RABV isolates of clade VI were

identified in Syria as well, and closely related to Iranian isolates [3,29,30]. Meanwhile, clade I

isolates circulate in Lebanon, Israel, and Jordan where identified along the Israeli borders with

Jordan and Lebanon [3]. Indeed, the ME2 clade is closely associated with those from Turkey

and Iran. The studies of whole genomes and the N gene sequences both confirm this. The pre-

vious Jordanian isolates belong to ME1a and 1b, and those are related to isolates from Saudi

Arabia and Israel, which is expected since they are border countries with Jordan. It’s plausible

that the new control efforts and regulations of wildlife across the border were beneficial. On
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the other hand, as most RABV isolates in this study were from the ME2 clade, closely to those

from Turkey and Iran could be as a result of the continuous growth in the international travel

movement in Jordan. Particularly, to and from Turkey in the last few years, where the number

of Jordanian tourists raising from 162,866 in 2015 to around half million in 2019, besides that

Turkey’s land borders with Iran [31]. Where travel is one of the risk factors for the emergence

and spread of zoonotic diseases. Suggesting that rabies is a serious health concern throughout

Jordan and its borders countries due to the travel and uncontrolled movement of stray dogs

and wildlife animals (e.g. squirrels, jackals, foxes, wolves, monkeys, and stone marten) circulat-

ing the RABV across borders of neighbouring countries [3,4,32,33]. Further studies on RABV

in Jordan and neighbouring countries such as Syria, Saudi Arabia, and Iraq are important to

clarify the dynamics of rabies in the region.

Fig 3. Phylogenetic tree generated by ClustalW (MegAlign, DNASTAR Version 15.0.0) using the sequences of the N genes from this study and those found

from nearby countries.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0009431.g003
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The knowledge in disease epidemiology will help us to understand the spread of disease,

evolution, and host restriction to identify effective control measures. These evolutionary and

epidemiological analyses are effectively achieved by whole-genome sequencing studies of

RABVs. The resulting molecular sequence combined with further analysis and bioinformatics

tools will give insights into the processes of viral emergence in novel hosts and the adaptation

of the latter, in addition to clarifying if RABVs are species-specific. As a result, improve our

ability and response to develop effective monitoring programmes through rabies outbreaks,

including vaccination and elimination enhancement. It is possible that the transmission of

rabies virus is mediated by humans who bring infected animals with them while travelling

[34]. In this case, education of the general public and policy makers would be important for

controlling the spread of rabies. Also, in Islamic cultures in the Middle East, humans interac-

tion with pets including dogs is limited compared to other cultures [35], thereby reducing the

incidents of dog bites. Despite the growth in dog ownership and regulations in Jordan to regu-

late the licensing of dogs and limit the spread of stray and community-owned dogs according

to Jordanian laws no. 138 and 154 published in the Official Gazette for the year 2016 [36], the

problem still exists. Therefore, wildlife is likely to play an important role in the spread of rabies

virus. Eliminating rabies virus in wildlife would ultimately reduce the threat to other animals

and people.

In conclusion, rabies results in one of the highest death tolls of infectious diseases world-

wide and is a global health concern, not only to human health but to animal health and

food security [37]. Indeed, ME2 clade is closely associated with those from Turkey and

Iran. The studies of whole genomes and the N gene sequences both confirm this. The previ-

ous Jordanian isolates belong to ME1a and 1b and those are related to isolates from Saudi

Arabia and Israel. Therefore, there is a crucial need for strategies to control rabies, mainly

through vaccinating dogs, the major reservoir of the disease. Also, as rabies has been elimi-

nated in wild terrestrial mammals in Western Europe through oral vaccination pro-

grammes, the successful experience could be transferred to other low and middle income

countries where rabies remains endemic. Finally, diagnostic tests including the FAT,

RT-PCR and whole genome sequencing are reliable diagnostic tools for confirming rabies

in animals and humans in Jordan. A considerable knowledge gap exists as a result of limited

research collaboration in the field of transboundary diseases including rabies, which

emphasizes the need for such collaborative networks to strengthen rabies surveillance in

the Middle Eastern region.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Map of Jordan and its border countries representing the locations of 7 rabies posi-

tive isolate samples (LN3, 2, 5, 9, 12, A, and B) across Jordan, which divided based on

molecular classification into ME1a (green box) and ME2 (red boxes) clades. More informa-

tion on the previously published RABV sequences from Jordan were displayed in the map of

David et al., 2007 [3].

(TIF)

S2 Fig. Representative microscopic images of Fluorescent antibody test (FAT). (A) The

sample is negative for rabies and (LN1) (B) the sample is positive for rabies (LN5).

(TIF)

S3 Fig. Percent identity and divergence generated by ClustalW (MegAlign, DNASTAR

Version 15.0.0).

(TIF)
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S1 Table. List of rabies suspect samples from Jordan analysed in this study.

(DOCX)

S1 Appendix. SNPs of core genome analysis.

(XLSX)
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